"When my Lord Christ became a living and unutterably necessary Reality to me, I remember that one of my first sensations of profound relief was: ‘HE absolutely trusted the Bible, and, though there are in it things inexplicable and intricate that have puzzled me so much, I am going, not in a blind sense, but reverently to trust the Book because of HIM.’” Bishop H.C.G. Moule

THIS IS THE LAST WEEK — LAST CHANCE — for graduating seniors to turn in their name for the E.T.T.A. Diploma. If you wish one, see Miss Ashley and pay the $2.00 fee this week without fail.

GRADUATE DEPT. APPLICATIONS — Any student who wishes to apply to the Graduate Dept. must fill out a regular application form through the Registrar’s office. If you have turned in an informal note to Dr. LaSor or some member of the Graduate Committee, please come in and fill out the regular application form.

FREE COPIES OF GOSPEL OF JOHN are available at the Reception Desk for distribution as invitations to the Rose Bowl Easter Sunrise Service.

FELLOWS — Find a fair.find and fend off famine for more than fair will fore them who furnish fare for the figured finances of Fuller’s fabulously, finely furnished foods. Figure on following famished friends to the future Fuller feast.

EVANGELICAL BOOK SUBSCRIBERS — The next selection for Evangelical Books will be THE PERSON AND THE WORK OF THE HOLY SPIRIT. The dividend book will be MISSIONARY PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE.

REMINDER — The film CHAPLAIN U.S.A. will be shown in our Chapel on Monday evening, April 11, at 7:30 p.m. The material presented by the film will be of general interest to ministers and other Christian leaders and also to the general public, so bring your wife also. Time required for showing is one hour.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS — Please see the invitation at the Reception Desk.

SUGGESTION BOX has been placed on the library display case on the second floor. Suggestions placed in it will be brought to the attention of President Carnell.

SUMMER OPPORTUNITY — For six weeks beginning July 5 Culbert Academy will be conducting an 8 hour day recreational program for approx. 100 children (ages ranging from 9-13). Many opportunities for winning these children to the Lord. For those who are interested in this type of work, the recreation will include swimming (you must know how to swim), handicrafts, one-day outings, etc. One hour a day is to be set aside for Bible class. The men will receive $50 a week. If you are sincerely interested contact: Jim McManus (mail box of CL 61915)

PLEASE do not lean on the glass display case outside the Librarian’s office. Anything left lying on the case will be confiscated. CBA

FREE SUMMER HOUSING — Santed a young couple (preferably without children) to occupy the home of Mr. Howell from June 18th to August 24th. Take care of dog, water the lawn and keep the house for free rent for this period. If interested see Dr. Lindsell or call Mr. Howell at SY 4-7359.

BOOKSTORE SPECIALS — Erich Sauer, Dawn of World Redemption, $2.35 for $2.00; Triumph of the Crucified, $2.35 for $2.00; From Eternity to Eternity, $3.00 for $2.40; all three for $6.10! Also, 3 vols. Schilder’s Trilogy on the Sufferings of Christ, $10.50 set for $8.00!